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Heavy Regulation, High Profits,
and Wasteful Spending
An Examination of the Texas Title Insurance Market
by Bill Peacock, Director, Center for Economic Freedom
Executive Summary
Texas has the most heavily regulated title insurance market in the country. Unlike all
but one other state, the government sets a fixed rate for title insurance, preventing
competition for consumers’ business. This rate functions as a monopoly price that all
consumers are forced to pay. By requiring the purchase of comprehensive, one-size-fitsall title insurance policies at a fixed rate, Texas increases costs for both consumers and
businesses.
Our previously published research shows Texas has the fifth highest title costs in the
nation for a $300,000 home (Peacock, 1). This is an “apples to apples” comparison
taking into account all title insurance-related costs, not just premiums. Similarly, a 2016
study from the Texas LBJ School of Public Affairs (LBJ) found that “Texas’s decision to
set prices and restrict innovation adds from $292 (in 2001 dollars) to $1,663 (in 2016
dollars) in costs for the average purchaser of title insurance policies of $1 million dollars
or less” (Eaton and Gao, i).
In this paper, we estimate the cumulative cost of these excessive charges to Texas
homeowners. Comparing the cost of title insurance for both the median and average
priced home in Texas to the cost in other states, the Foundation determined that the
Texas “title insurance tax” on Texas homeowners in 2016 was between $111.1 million
and $186.5 million. That is the equivalent of a title insurance tax on every home sale of
$342 to $574. And that is just the average. Many homeowners paid far more, as seen in
the LBJ study.
If Texas title insurance companies are charging customers almost $200 million more
annually than they would in a competitive market, this begs the question, “What are
they doing with all this extra money?” The short answer is they pocket it or spend it.
And for the most part they spend it wastefully in ways that benefit themselves, not
consumers.
To eliminate the Texas title insurance tax and return hundreds of millions of dollars in
excess profits and wasteful spending to Texas consumers, the Texas Legislature should
eliminate monopoly pricing by introducing competition into the Texas title insurance
market. This is best accomplish by moving to the same file and use system Texas uses
to regulate other forms of insurance. Interim steps toward this end include keeping the
current system but allowing companies to set prices within a band around the fixed rate
and/or offer risk-only premiums. Increasing transparency is also important, but it will
only help consumers in conjunction with a corresponding increase in competition
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Key Points
 The Texas “title insurance tax”

on Texas homeowners in
2016 was between $111.1
million and $186.5 million,
averaging $342 to $574 per
home sale.

 Texas has the most restrictive

regulation of title rates and
forms (policies) in the nation.
It allows no opportunity for
insurers to innovate with their
products or lower rates to
compete for business directly
from the consumer.

 Much of the revenue from

title insurance policies is
wastefully spent to the benefit of the industry; on average,
only 13 percent of the cost
of a title policy on a $260,064
home is spent benefiting
consumers by reducing risk
or paying claims.

 There is no accuracy to claims

by the Texas title insurance
industry that Texas consumers benefit from higher prices
because their titles are safer
than in other states.

 Texas should introduce com-

petition into the title insurance market by moving to a
file-and-use system.
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Figure 1: The Texas Title Insurance Tax on a Home that Sold for the Average Price in 2016

Source: Texas A&M Real Estate Center, Bank of America Closing Cost Calculator, Stewart Title Premium Calculator, and Entitle Direct.

The Texas Title Insurance Tax
To estimate the cost to Texas homeowners of the excessive
prices being charged by Texas title insurance companies,
the Foundation developed an extensive database similar to
one we used in our previous paper, Texas’ Title Insurance
Tax (Peacock). The methodology for this study is essentially the same as it was in that paper (Peacock, 4) and won’t
be repeated here. The difference here is that we develop
a range of the average cost of the title insurance tax per
home sale and then use that range to develop a cumulative
number. To do this, we determined the excess cost of title
insurance on Texas homes that sold for both the median
($210,000) and average ($260,064) prices in 2016, then
multiplied those numbers by the number of homes sold in
Texas (324,901) through the MLS system in 2016 (Texas
A&M Real Estate Center).*
On average, homeowners paid between $342 and $574
extra to title insurance companies on homes sales in 2016.
The cumulative cost to homeowners was between $111.1
million and $186.5 million. Rather than use this money

for a new washer or dryer, for home repair, or for paying
for their children’s education, homeowners were forced
to pay this money to title insurance companies because of
the way the Texas Legislature regulates the title insurance
market. The setting, or promulgation, of rates by the state
forces consumers to pay these monopoly prices; it is illegal
in the state of Texas for consumers to receive a discount on
title insurance.
What are title insurance companies doing with all this
money? They are either pocketing it as excess profit or
spending it. And when they spend it, they generally spend
it on things that benefit them, not consumers. They are
spending it wastefully, on things that have little to do with
protecting consumers from risk. If they didn’t spend it, the
Texas Department of Insurance would eventually open a
rate hearing and cut their rates—and their revenue. The
rest of this paper examines the wasteful spending of the
Texas title insurance tax by title insurance companies in
the Texas market.

* Median and average sales prices from the Texas A&M Real Estate Center, Bank of America Closing Cost Calculator, Stewart Title
Premium Calculator, and Entitle Direct.
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Figure 2: 50 State Title Insurance Costs on a Home Priced at $260,064 with 15% Down

Source: Bank of America Closing Cost Calculator, Stewart Title Premium Calculator, and Entitle Direct.

Loss Reimbursement v. Risk Elimination
According to the National Association of Insurance Commissions (NAIC), property and casualty insurance companies spend about 71 percent of their premiums earned
on paying and administering claims by consumers (NAIC,
1). This is commonly known as the loss ratio. Consumers
benefit directly from these expenditures by being reimbursed for their own losses or protected from having to
pay others to reimburse them for their losses.
Spending is remarkably different in the title insurance
industry. For the third quarter in 2016, the loss ratio for
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national title insurance companies was only 4.6 percent
(NAIC, 2). In Texas, there are several sources for determining the loss ratio. The Texas Department of Insurance
(TDI), based on the industry’s projections, estimated in
2013 that the Texas industry’s loss ratio going forward
would range from 4.8 percent to 5 percent (TDI 2013, 5).
The industry recently has claimed its loss ratio is lower
than the national average “with claims at only 1.7 percent
of premiums written” (TLTA 2016). However, the most
recent filings with TDI show that the 2014 loss ratio in
Texas was 2.1 percent (TDI 2016).
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This paper will discuss later the meaning of the discrepancy in the Texas numbers, but for now it is enough to
note the radical difference between loss ratios in the property and casualty market and the title insurance market.
While part of this is based on differences in the risk being
underwritten—with title insurance, the events that can
trigger a legitimate claim have all occurred in the past—it
still points to an issue that bears examination. Property
and casualty companies spend most of their premium
dollars benefiting consumers by paying claims, while title
insurance companies spend most of their premium dollars
on something other than paying claims. The question then
becomes whether consumers benefit or are harmed by
how title insurance companies spend these funds.

The title insurance industry
recognizes the liability it faces when
accounting for the high premiums
it earns in Texas as opposed to the
low payouts it makes for claims.
The title insurance industry recognizes the liability it
faces when accounting for the high premiums it earns in
Texas as opposed to the low payouts it makes for claims.
While the industry doesn’t explicitly acknowledge the
excess profits it earns, it does spend a lot of effort defending them, often by claiming Texans are indeed benefiting.
For instance, it touts the 15 percent reduction in premium
rates since the 1990s (TLTA 2016b), the implication being
that rates couldn’t be excessive if they have decreased. It
also claims that the high premiums that Texas consumers pay provide “safe real estate transactions with . . . one
of the lowest ‘claims rates’ in the country.” Another claim
it makes is that the high premiums go toward supporting
“thousands of jobs across the state” (TLTA 2016).
Of course, jobs are important to Texans and the Texas
economy, but that doesn’t justify forcing consumers to pay
higher prices to subsidize jobs in a particular industry. In
fact, if consumers weren’t forced to pay excess premiums
to the title insurance industry, they’d spend that money
elsewhere or save it, both of which would create more jobs
than exist because of the excess profits in the title insur-
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ance industry. This is because, as we’ll see when examining
the industry’s claims about the 15 percent rate reduction
and the safe real estate transactions, the title insurance
industry’s use of consumers’ premium dollars is very inefficient. Notwithstanding the net loss of jobs likely caused
by excess profits in the title insurance market, the industry
hammers home the number of jobs in the industry because of the impact it can have on the political process.
Neither does the industry’s defense of its high premiums
and excess profits stand up when it comes to an examination of the industry’s claims that profits are used to ensure “safe real estate transactions” in Texas. According to
the TLTA, “title insurance is a risk elimination product”
(TLTA 2016). As such, one would expect to see a lower
loss ratio in title insurance than it would in property and
casualty, which is essentially a loss reimbursement product. As indicated above, this is certainly the case. This difference stems from the fact that title insurance provides
protection against claims based on events that occurred
prior to the purchase of the insurance policy, while property and casualty provides protection against events that
happen after the insurance is purchased. While property
and casualty insurance companies certainly take steps to
reduce and eliminate risk, they can only go so far. However, when it comes to title insurance, one can theoretically
eliminate almost all risk of a title insurance claim with a
thorough search of property records.
Title search and examination are the primary means of
eliminating risk and ensuring clear title in a property
transaction. Stewart Title describes a title search as “the
process of determining from the public record just what
these rights are and who owns them. A title search is a
means of determining that the person who is selling the
property really has the right to sell it and that the buyer is
getting all the rights to the property (title) that he or she
is paying for” (Stewart Title). One focus of a title search is
to ensure that there is no “break in the chain of title” on a
property, that the record shows the property being legally
transferred from owner to owner up to the present day. A
second focus of a title search is to ensure that there are no
outstanding liens on the property that would need to be
paid off at closing or by the new owner if not identified.
Liens could exist because of a mortgage, back taxes, or a
mechanic’s lien.
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The inference from the title industry is that Texas ranks
“as one of the safest states in protecting real estate” (TLTA
2016b) because Texas companies conduct such thorough
title searches that next to nothing slips through the cracks.
The truth, however, is that with today’s technology thorough title searches are generally performed nationally with
a few keystrokes and a click of the mouse. Title searches
and examinations cost very little, and title insurance companies in Texas spend little if anymore here than they do in
other states.
In developing the comparison of Texas title insurance rates
with other states, the Foundation obtained comprehensive
quotes containing all the title related costs in nine states
from Entitle Direct, a national title insurance company
based in Norwalk, Connecticut, that markets and sells title
insurance directly to consumers. The states were selected
based on the state’s regulation of premiums to help us understand how to best compare Texas costs with the other
states. The first thing that stood out was that the quotes
from states where companies offered non-comprehensive
(risk-only or the risk-plus title examination) policies had a
title search charge, whereas the states that had comprehensive premiums—Texas, Pennsylvania, and California—did
not. Examining these charges, we estimated that title insurance search and examination charges generally cost $290.

Figure 3: Losses as a Percent of Revenue
($260,064 policy)
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The exception to this was Oklahoma, which was assigned a
$500 charge, because at least in some cases there may be less
access to electronic data in undertaking title searches.
The $290 cost for title search and examination appears to
be in line with title searches offered online from companies around the country. For instance, AFX Research offers
its Full 30 Year Title Search for $349, its Expanded Full Title Search for $179, and its Economy Property Title Search
for $115. ProTitleUSA offers its Commercial Search for
$250, its Thirty Year Search for $175, its Foreclosure/Full
Title Search for $137, and its Current Owner Search for
$87. A One Year Update Search costs only $40.
Here we’ll put the cost of title search and examination into
the context of a title insurance policy on a Texas home
with a $260,064 purchase price—the average home price
in Texas—financed with a $221,054 loan. As shown in Figure 1, the cost for this policy is $2,412. This includes a base
premium of $1,832, an escrow fee of $530, and an endorsement charge of $50. With a loss ratio of 2.1 percent, only
$38 of the $1,832 premium is allocated toward satisfying
claims. That leaves $2,374 ($1,794 from the premium, the
$530 escrow fee, and the $50 for endorsements), or 98.5
percent of title insurance company revenue from this
policy, that could be used for risk reduction, i.e., ensuring
a clear title.

Figure 4: Losses & Risk Reduction as a Percent of
Revenue ($260,064 policy)
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However, Texas title insurance companies appear to use
very little of this $2,374 for ensuring that their policy
holders use clear title. As noted, the national average that
companies charge for title search and examination is only
$290. If we use this as an estimate of Texas expenditures,
adding $290 to the $38 of premium dollars allocated to
losses means that only $328, or 13.6 percent, of the cost
of a title policy on a $260,064 home is spent on benefiting
consumers by reducing risk or paying claims.

sources of references support this. ORET in Ohio lists title
exam fees for VA-FHA-Conventional loans at $200 and for
refinances at $175 (ORET). Louisiana’s 110 Title lists its
title examination fee at $150 (110 Title). And WalletHub
says the title exam fee is “typically around $300” (Davis).
Since not all policies for which title searches and examinations are conducted are issued and thus paid for, the costs
for companies must be somewhere below the numbers
that they quote.

In addition to using national averages to estimate title
search and examination costs, there is Texas-specific data
from TDI that can provide a better understanding of Texas
expenditures on risk elimination and how they compare
with the national numbers. In the latest title insurance industry revenue and expense data available from the TDI,
title insurance companies in 2014 paid $13,655,906 (0.89
percent) of their premium revenue to agents and others
outside the companies for “title examination and furnishing title evidence” (TDI 2016); note that this expense
covers both title search and title analysis. In contrast,
companies spent far more, $85,335,796 (5.56 percent) of
their premium revenue for closing costs to title agents and
others.

In Texas, there is no indication in the TDI data that title
insurance companies spend more than the national average. In fact, since Texas premiums are higher than in most
states, the amount that title insurance companies expend
on title search and examination fees is likely less as a percentage of the premium than at the national level. Low loss
ratios in Texas don’t only mean that there are fewer claims
in Texas; they also reflect the fact that title insurance companies are charging higher premiums and making more
money. There is simply no accuracy to the claim by the
Texas title insurance industry that Texas consumers benefit
because their titles are safer than in other states, because
they pay some of the highest prices for title insurance in
the country.

A more accurate accounting of expenditures on risk reduction can be found in focusing on the direct operations of
title insurance companies. A company’s direct operations
are when the big underwriters, like Stewart Title, write a
policy using in-house title agents rather than using outside
independent or affiliated agents. In 2014, premiums from
direct operations totaled $68.1 million. Out of that, the
title companies report that they paid $4.5 million in fees
“for title examination and furnishing title evidence” to title
agents. This equals 6.6 percent of their premium income.
This is actually less than the national average. Another way
of looking at this is that 6.6 percent of the premium on the
average-priced Texas home equals $121.

Wasteful Spending

Considering that the TDI data explain the wholesale costs
to companies, while our $290 estimate represents the retail
price to consumers, $121 is in line with the national numbers. For instance, the national quotes we have obtained
and described above show that company title search and
examination expenses—as opposed to the price consumers pay—probably average less than $290 per policy. Other
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If Texas title insurance companies are spending only 14
percent of their revenue on losses or eliminating risk, what
is it doing with the other 86 percent? Similarly, if only 21
percent of the revenue of property and casualty insurance
companies goes to profit and non-claims expenses, why do
title insurance companies spend so much more? The answer to these questions is found in an examination of how
Texas sets rates under the legislatively mandated system of
promulgation of rates.
In no other market in Texas does the state set a monopoly
price for a product that every consumer has to pay. The
cost of this unique approach weighs heavily on Texas
consumers. A basic precept of mainstream economics is,
“A firm with monopoly power sets a monopoly price that
maximizes the monopoly profit” (Wikipedia). In the case
of a monopoly price set through the ratemaking process,
however, companies don’t have complete control over the
allocation of their revenues between profits, expenses, and
claims. This is because TDI sets the monopoly price based
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on a review of title insurance company revenues. If profits
are too high, TDI would likely reexamine and reduce the
rates. Because of this, title insurance companies are motivated to hide their excess profits in the form of wasteful
spending.
The last time TDI conducted a ratemaking on title insurance rates was in 2012-13. In the official order dated
March 22, 2013, the Texas commissioner of insurance
adopted a rate increase of 3.8 percent (TDI 2016). In doing so, the commissioner and TDI staff reviewed data, assumptions, and projections from both the Texas Land Title
Association (TLTA) and the Texas Office of Public Insurance Counsel (OPIC). The final order of the commissioner
assumed a loss ratio between 4.8 percent and 5 percent
and an expense ratio between 89.4 percent and 92.3 percent. While the commissioner did not make a determination about an appropriate profit provision, OPIC selected a
profit provision of 7 percent (TDI 2016).

of over $85 million is higher than any other single title
company expense other than salaries. There is likely a
reason for this. Though the industry often says that Texas
has a comprehensive premium structure, it really isn’t
comprehensive. Texas law allows title companies to charge
a completely unregulated escrow/closing cost fee on top
of the regulated premium. We estimate this charge to be
about $530. Since this fee is unregulated, the companies
can spend it on anything they want related to escrow and
closing with no oversight from TDI. Texas’ escrow/closing
fee is higher than the $492 average for the rest of the country (see Figure 2).
Title insurance companies also spend $27.4 million on advertising, promotion, and employee travel and education.
Of course, these categories are legitimate, but it is impossible to tell under the current scheme whether individual
expenses are. Again, these costs at the individual company
level are hidden from the view of regulators.

It is worth noting that while the current rates were adopted
assuming a loss ratio of 4.8 percent, TDI data and title
insurance industry claims point to a loss ratio of about
2 percent. This being the case, it would appear that TDI
should consider opening a new rate case should the Legislature not eliminate the current system. With a lower than
expected loss ratio, a rate reduction should be in order.

One final category of spending to examine is that of political donations, lobbying, and trade associations dues. In
2014, these expenditures totaled $2.6 million. It is likely in
2017 these categories will total even higher; as of the writing of this paper, the industry had retained more than 30
lobbyists to defend the current monopoly system before
the Texas Legislature (Texas Ethics Commission).

The single largest expense for title insurance underwriters
and agents in 2014 was for employee salaries at about $368
million (TDI 2016). Rent and related real estate expenses
total about $46 million. The $414 million in this category
provides a lot of opportunity for waste and inefficiency.
Excessive salaries, payrolls, and building costs are hidden
behind a shield of protection. Under the system of rate
promulgation on an industrywide basis, individual company expenses are hidden from view. There is no way for TDI
to examine, much less analyze, whether these expenses are
necessary or reasonably needed for companies to issue title
insurance policies to Texas homeowners and lenders.

Recommendations

Another expense that stands out when considering the
inefficiency of the title insurance market is closing costs.
Title insurance companies paid $21,418,599 to nonemployee title agents for closing costs, along with another
$63,917,197 to non-employee, non-title agents. This total
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Texas has the most restrictive regulation of title rates and
forms (policies) in the nation. It allows no opportunity for
insurers to innovate with their products or lower rates to
compete for business directly from the consumer.
In fact, Texas doesn’t have a heavily regulated system, it has
a state-dictated system. The activities of companies are almost entirely prescribed and proscribed by the state. Texas
promulgates a single-rate structure and a single-policy
form that dictate consumers pay the same rate of premium
and buy the same coverages with no opportunity for
competition. Even if a consumer desired to shop around
for the best product and price, Texas law allows no differentiation. It is actually illegal for a title company to offer
a reduced rate or discount below that which is set by the
state. Similarly, title companies are prohibited from using
the most technologically efficient methods of underwrit-
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ing, but instead in most instances are forced to use abstract
plants in local counties, limiting market entry and increasing costs to consumers.
As a result of the state maintaining this vise grip on the
industry—though at the behest of most industry participants, Texas has some of the highest prices for title insurance in the nation. The only way to bring prices down is
to introduce competition into the system that would allow
companies to decrease the price and improve the quality
of title insurance in an attempt to service consumers. This
can be accomplished incrementally through introducing limited competition now or moving more quickly to
competition by regulating the title insurance market like
Texas regulates property and casualty and other insurance
markets.

Options for Reform

 Option – Greater Competition
• Eliminate state setting of rates; permit title companies to set their own prices. Replace the single
promulgated rate and form with a system of “file
and use” like other lines of insurance in Texas and
other states. Insurers would file their proposed
rates with the Department of Insurance and begin
using rates and forms unless disapproved by the
insurance commissioner.
•

Eliminate state setting of revenue sharing between
agents and title companies. Allow the companies
and agents to determine the appropriate fee sharing by contract, similar to other lines of insurance.

•

Eliminate state setting of coverages; permit title
companies to offer different coverages. Replace
the single promulgated policy form with a “file
and use” system similar to other lines of insurance
in Texas and other states that ensure adequate
coverage exists to protect from loss while providing greater flexibility and competition.
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Reduce barriers to entry into the title insurance
market. Texas law (with few exceptions) prohibits
the issuance of a title policy unless an abstract
plant is used which is owned or operated by a title
agent or direct operation in the county where the
property is located. Texas should allow title companies to use the best and most technologically
efficient methods to obtain title evidence when
underwriting the risk.

 Option – Limited Competition
• Allow companies to offer risk-only premiums under current regulatory scheme. This would allow
title companies to offer a policy to cover the same
guarantee or warranty of title in today’s policy
without all the agent fees associated with closing
the real estate contract, which could then be separately contracted.
•

Allow companies to provide discounts to consumers through a band system, including deeper discounts for refinancing.

•

Continue to use the current system, but require
TDI to set rates for individual companies rather
than industrywide rates.

Conclusion
The Texas title insurance industry supports monopoly
pricing and almost total state control of the industry because this structure allows it to earn monopoly profits of
$100 million a year or more. The Texas Legislature should
introduce competition into the market by moving to a file
and use system that would empower Texas consumers to
shop for the best price on title insurance, reduce prices for
consumers by nearly $200 million a year, and boost economic growth and job creation in Texas.✯
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Appendix 1: Texas Department of Insurance Title Insurance Industry Income Data – 2014
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Appendix 2: Texas Department of Insurance Title Insurance Industry Expense Data – 2014
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Appendix 3: 2016 3rd Quarter NAIC Insurance Industry Financial Snapshots
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Appendix 4: Texas A&M Real Estate Center Texas Housing Activity Data
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